Identifying your Gimbel/Mendez Guide Ring Type

There are three handle attachment locations for the Gimbel/Mendez ring: 90°, 0/180°, or 135°. This document serves as a guide to identify which version you have. Each ring also comes with a choice of the Bores handle or Thornton handle as shown on page 4.

Gimbel/Mendez 90°, Bores Handle - The 90° version has the 90° marking directly across from where the handle is attached to the ring. See red arrows below. Top red arrow points to 90° marking, bottom red arrow points to handle location.
Gimbel/Mendez 0/180°, Bores Handle - The 0/180° version has the 0/180° marking directly across from where the handle is attached to the ring. See blue arrows below. Top blue arrow points to 0/180° marking, bottom blue arrow points to handle location.
Gimbel/Mendez Koch 135°, Bores Handle - The Koch version has the 135° marking directly across from where the handle is attached to the ring. See green arrows below. Top green arrow points to 135° marking, bottom green arrow points to handle location.
Every Gimbel/Mendez ring comes with two different handles as shown below (older handles were gray in color):